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Description
The Socket & See Smart Meter Installation Kit is a
complete and comprehensive solution for smart meter
engineers. The kit includes all the essential tools for safe
installation procedures, including the VIP ESI 2-Pole
Voltage Indicator, EPF PRO Hazardous Voltage and
Phase Finder, SP400 Professional Proving Unit, VVD PRO
Non-Contact Voltage Detector, SOK32 Socket Tester,
and Safe Case Soft Carry Case.

The VIP ESI 2-Pole Voltage Indicator has automatic
ghost voltage suppression and HiZ/LoZ indication for
glow testing, and features interchangeable prods,
making it easier to test in awkward situations.

The EPF PRO Voltage and Phase Finder has a visual
and audible heartbeat to indicate that the batteries
and electronics are working correctly, while the SP400
Professional Proving Unit provides a true AC output with
ramp-up and down features and bright LED indication.
The VVD PRO Non-Contact Voltage Detector has an
operating range of 50 - 1000V AC and is CAT IV rated
1000V to earth, while the SOK32 Socket Tester displays
the correct wiring conditions and 17 other fault
conditions. The Safe Case Soft Carry Case houses all

the components of the kit and includes a transparent
front pocket for the SP400 Proving Unit, a detachable
neck strap, and a belt loop for easy transportation
while on site.

Overall, the Socket & See Smart Meter Installation Kit
offers a reliable and safe solution for smart meter
engineers, with each component designed to meet
their specific needs. Engineers can ensure safe
isolation procedures are carried out at every
inspection with this kit.

Socket & See Safe Isolation & LOTO Kits
ISO KIT 215
ISO KIT 415

LOCK KIT 220
LOCK KIT 420

LOCK PACK

TB118 ESSENTIAL KIT
TB118 ADVANCED KIT

■ A comprehensive and reliable solution for smart meter
engineers.

■ Equipped with all the necessary tools to ensure safe
installation procedures.

■ Voltage Indicator boasts with ghost voltage suppression
and HiZ/LoZ indication for convenient testing.

■ Voltage and Phase Finder comes with visual and audible
heartbeat to indicate correct functioning.

■ SP400 Professional Proving Unit delivers genuine AC output
with bright LED indication.

■ Non-Contact Voltage Detector operates with a range of 50-
1000V AC and is CAT IV rated for earth protection.

■ SOK32 Socket Tester detects up to 17 different faults.

■ Safe Case is designed for easy and safe transportation of
the kit.

■ Tailored to meet the specific safety needs of smart meter
engineers at every inspection.
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